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Abstract. Companion robots should perceive speech, recognize objects in the 

real world, and further react with speech utterances and nonverbal communica-

tive cues. Robots should also remember the interaction history and accumulate 

knowledge from external text sources: news, blogs, and e-mails. We designed a 

conceptual representation system for a companion robot, able to support this list 

of interactive tasks. The system includes a speech processing component and op-

erates with semantic representations: sets of semantic markers, assigned to va-

lencies within sentence predications. The reaction support system inherits a clas-

sic production architecture and consists of scripts, sensitive to rational or emo-

tional stimuli. The general architecture is based on parallel processing of scripts, 

it may trigger several behavioral reactions in response to a stimulus, and after 

that combines speech output and nonverbal reactions of these scripts on the robot, 

thus, constructing compound and rich behavior. Semantic representations and 

scripts are also used to index incoming utterances in a memory base.  

Keywords: Conceptual Processing, Knowledge Base, Production Logic, Se-

mantic Representation, Emotional Computer Agent. 

1 Introduction 

While traditional linguistic models deal with text representations on syntactic and se-

mantic levels, conceptual processing systems should operate a cognitive behavioral 

model (or a robot) and thus should handle visual recognition, speech reactions, question 

answering, problem-solving and support discussions on actions in the problem space. 

These systems should operate with situational conceptual representations, shared by the 

modules of speech comprehension, problem solving and memory. We represent a pro-

ject aimed at the development of a conceptual processing and natural communication 

system for a personal companion robot with some extensions to the domains of problem 

solving and visual comprehension.  

The support of natural dialogue and natural question answering is a recently fast-

growing area, utilizing numerous approaches, and in particular – scripts and conceptual 

representations. Dialogue systems are usually divided into rule-based, information-re-

trieval and statistical systems [1; 2; 3]. However, as shown at the 2017 Amazon Alexa 
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Prize competition [4], most of the participating teams used rule-based approach in their 

chatbots, while boosting the approach with neural networks and machine learning. In 

this sense, a dialogue support system may be treated as a production architecture, where 

an input utterance triggers the scripts and the best response script is further selected.  

In this work we mostly follow the SOAR architecture, designed to execute diverse 

natural cognitive tasks, and communicate to humans in this respect [5]. SOAR uses 

scripts as the operational base, as it offers problem solving by the enumeration of scripts 

from the given state to the target state (solution) of a problem. The operation with 

scripts allows the system to communicate to a user the present internal state and the 

proposed moves, discovered in the problem space.  

2 Design of reactions 

R. Shank’s classic works introduce scripts as a model for natural inference and suggests 

a solution to question answering basing on the inferred representations [6]. We use a 

set of scripts to process an input. For each input, the closest script is selected. In the 

proposed architecture the scripts are also used as (a) models of emotional and rational 

reactions, both – verbal and nonverbal, (b) representations of “regular situations” for 

the resolution of ambiguity, (c) indexes for semantic representations in the memory 

base. The constructed semantic representations, further, can be used in several compo-

nents of an extended cognitive model: linking speech processing with visual input 

recognition and with memory. We combine scripts with neural networks: the latter are 

used to evaluate syntactic links and to select a set of syntactic trees in the cases of 

ambiguity. Further, the calculation of distance between an input and script premises is 

based on multiplication of weights of different semantic markers – similar to the neural 

networks. 

2.1 Competing reactions 

Emotion processing by a limited set of reactions – proto-specialts – was suggested by 

M. Minsky [7]. According to his view, a set of proto-specialts dominate during the 

processing of each stimulus and define the reactions of an organism in case of danger 

or urgent lucrative opportunity. A. Sloman has further suggested, that emotional pro-

cessing competes with “rational” inferences, and has distinguished the competing cog-

nitive levels of reactions/alarms and the deliberative reasoning within CogAff archi-

tecture [8]. It was noted that the units for rational processing are more accurate in the 

classification of stimuli and provide better planning, while reactions are faster and en-

sure survival of an organism in critical situations. Sloman has noted, that compound 

emotional processes may engage both rational end emotional units, like secondary emo-

tions, which trigger emotional processing by a rational inference. As noted in [9] an 

emotional event may trigger diverse emotional and etiquette speech reactions, which 

linearize to compound combinations of (a) interjections (b) emotional evaluations 

(c) emotional classifications (d) acquisition of speaker’s responsibility, and (e) eti-

quette replies. This suggests that the competing scripts do not completely suppress each 
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other but can be distributed in time. Within the suggested architecture the scripts are 

divided into 3 groups: (a) d-scripts or dominant scripts, responsible for the emotional 

processing [10], (b) behavioral rules – etiquette and oughtness, and (c) r-scripts or ra-

tional scripts, responsible for rational classification of an input stimulus. Several scripts 

may be invoked by a stimulus and send their BML packages to the robot, providing the 

combination of an emotional exclamation with an etiquette reply. Further, the com-

pound behavioral patterns can be created by diverse internal states: a reaction to an 

incoming phrase and internal anxiety, expressed by automanipulation. 

2.2 Situational representation 

L. Barsalou within the research of conceptualization has noted that the structure of a 

notion – e. g. chair – depends of the situation, where the notion appears – e. g. kitchen, 

cinema, hotel [11]. This observation has been categorized as a set of assertions, describ-

ing the rules of conceptualization [12]. Following the assertions, the set of semantic 

features within a notion (actant or verb) can be affected by the frame of the situation. 

A similar process was noted within the psychology of emotions: during an emotional 

top-down processing an invoked emotion or drive can change subjective representation 

of a situation [13], e. g. a person tends to overrate his ability to eat while hungry 

Within the suggested system, a semantic predication (premise of the script) contains 

a list of markers, significant for the recognition of an incoming event. Although not all 

the sought markers may appear in the stimulus to invoke the script, the markers, marked 

within the script as focal [14], are applied to the incoming representation on a “top-

down” basis, thus changing the initial representation and making it “more emotional”. 

This ensures, that the representation of an incoming situation converges to the script, 

and is appended by markers, significant for the script. 

2.3 Speech processing 

 

Fig. 1. General architecture of the conceptual processing system. 

Speech processing module should represent the utterances in a form, sufficient to cal-

culate the distances to the premises of scripts. We rely on shallow semantic 
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representations: semantics of a single clause is represented as a semantic predication – 

a set of semantic markers, distributed between semantic valencies, with possible lexical 

ambiguity. In the same way, the premises and inferences of scripts are also represented 

as semantic predications, with no ambiguity (see Table 1). A script is searching for the 

premise semantic predication, moves to the inference semantic predication and may 

execute actions in BML format [15], assigned to both predications. The general archi-

tecture of the system is represented on Fig. 1. Input text can be received from a text 

source or as an oral speech, in this case Yandex Speech API is used to decode the signal 

to the written form. Each recognition result is processed by syntactic parser with the 

Russian grammar in syntXML format [16], containing about 600 syntactic rules, and a 

dependency syntactic tree is constructed. 

During the processing, a predicate is assigned to predicate valency, and the actants 

are assigned to an agent, patient, instrument etc. – following a modified list of semantic 

valencies by Fillmore [17]. In case of a compound sentence, several semantic predica-

tions with co-reference links are constructed. In case of morphological or syntactic am-

biguity, a set of syntactic trees may be processed in parallel. A neural network is used 

to evaluate each syntactic link and to select the best trees. Semantic representation of 

each valency is constructed as an aggregation of semantic markers from all the words 

within the subtree of the valency, e. g. for a preposition phrase a semantic representa-

tion is a sum of markers from the preposition, noun and all the adjectives. In case of 

lexical ambiguity, a Cartesian product of semantic sets is constructed. 

2.4 Design of lexical semantic dictionary 

The construction of semantics relies on the sets of semantic markers, assigned to words 

in the semantic dictionary. To annotate the words we use a set of 4778 markers consist-

ing of (a) 209 focal markers of d-scripts, (b)  669 markers from a semantic dictionary 

[18], and (c) 3900 semantic markers, assigned to words after clustering of word2vec 

vectors. To generate markers, basing on word2vec, we have clustered nouns to 2000 

clusters and 600 “superclusters”, and assigned to all the words one marker for the clus-

ter and one marker for the supercluster. This procedure provides a two level “ontology” 

with one “low level” and one “high level” (supercluster) marker for each word. In the 

same way verbs were divided into 1000 clusters and 300 superclusters. Table 1 shows 

a semantic representation for un utterance Our feelings betray us. Lexical semantics is 

distributed into “1 1”/ “1 2” ambiguous slots (betray may be a communicative or be-

havioral action). Markers assigned after word2vec clusters are indicated by “@”. 

Table 1. Semantic representation (predicate structure) of Our feelings betray us (/lie to us). 

Predicate Agens Patient 

1 1, 1 2 present tense 

1 1, 1 2 assertive 

1 1 to communicate 

1 1, 1 2 DECEPT attribute 

1 1 to report 

1 1 many 

1 1 abstract 

1 1 negative emotions 

1 1 positive emotions 

1 1 @feeling_NOUN 

1 1 somebody 

1 1 egocentric – me 

1 1 other person 

1 1 physical object 

1 1 principal – speaker 
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1 1, 1 2 @to_simulate 

1 1, 1 2 @214_VERB 

1 2 social action 

1 1 @173_NOUN  1 1 set of people 

2.5 Design of r-scripts 

Rational scripts should cover and classify most of the situations that appear regularly 

in incoming texts or multimodal events. Scripts contribute to the resolution of ambigu-

ity and provide inferences (perspective component). Scripts should distribute the in-

coming events in classes, where each class has a generic semantic representation and 

provides reactions (inferences), relevant to all the inputs, attributed to this class. While 

designing the scripts, we have to aggregate the case frames (predicative structures), 

where all the words in each valency constitute a coherent set, e.g. {team, sportsman, 

champion, player, hockey_player} defeated {host, guest} and {candidate, promotee} 

defeated {mayor, governor}. Then for each case frame we look for a prototype example 

to represent the situation. On the first stage the following two methods were applied to 

construct the premises of scripts: 

1. For most of verbs we have defined the most frequent words in each valency in the 

text corpus (over 80 million wordforms). The results were manually inspected in 

case words from several different metaclusters occupied a valency, the whole case 

frame was divided into two or more case frames.  

2. For each verb we have automatically selected facts, where (a) all the words in the 

agent valency belong to the same supercluster and (b) words in the patient valency 

(for transitive verbs) belong to the same supercluster. So, we have got different case 

frames for different meanings of the verb, as well as the different case frames for 

direct and metaphoric meanings: 

(i) {finger, palm, hand} gripes {shoulder, finger, palm, hand} 

(ii) {anxiety, fear, depression} gripes {neck} 

Script premises were defined for the selected case frames as the semantic predica-

tions withholding the semantics of the most frequent words in each valency. 1619 

scripts were constructed after the procedure, defining “prototypical” situations, to be 

considered in incoming texts. A typical answer was designed for each script as the se-

quence of words in the valencies – this simulates a strategy, where the agent replies 

with a generalization or a typical example for an incoming phrase.  

R-scripts also contribute to the resolution of ambiguity: for the set of syntactic trees, 

constructed after audio recognition (ambiguous audio signal), syntactic processing 

(syntactic ambiguity) and the construction of semantics (lexical ambiguity), we select 

the tree with semantic predications on average closest to the set of scripts. It means, 

that the system selects the semantic representation, which is the most emotional (is the 

closest to d-scripts) or the most regular (is the closest to r-scripts). The most probable 

semantic representation is saved to a database and is indexed by the script, used to select 

this representation.  

In a multimodal dialogue mode, an incoming semantic representation can invoke 

several scripts, used to generate a compound reaction to the input. The scripts are di-

vided into groups and are associated to microstates. A script sensitivity is proportional 
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to the activation of microstate: by modifying the microstate one can design (a) an emo-

tional agent, (b) a rational agent, or (c) an aggressive or depressive agent. 

2.6 Memory 

The semantic representation of input sentences is indexed and saved to a database to 

support long-term memory and perspective question answering. Phrases are indexed by 

a script, used to select the meaning, and can be retrieved by the script index – all the 

predications, which correspond to the script premise, or by an arbitrary semantic pat-

tern, for example, corresponding to the semantics of an input question. Table 2 repre-

sents sentences from the database, corresponding to the pattern ‘feelings deceive’. We 

suggest that question answering may retrieve utterances from the array of all the ana-

lyzed texts. An advantage of the method is that the knowledge of an agent is directly 

enriched through the automatic analysis of incoming texts, without any retraining. We 

also expect that scripts can provide more flexible Q&A by training on Q&A pairs, 

where a script premise corresponds to a question and script inference corresponds to an 

answer. 

Table 2. Examples (facts) for Our feelings betray us semantic pattern from the memory base 

Fact Sentence 

1094963 "anger troubled him, pushed him to insolence." 

2527406 "the fact is that physical sensations deceive them, because…" 

8446093 "no, you know that feelings do not deceive you." 

146731 "Is it possible, that the sixth sense deceives him?" 

3 Conclusion 

In a conceptual processing system for a companion robot, semantic predication can be 

used as a basic data structure in internal interfaces between the modules of speech com-

prehension, visual perception, action, and memory. This architecture simulates bal-

anced rational/emotional reaction, parallel processing of alternative reactions and the 

construction of a compound behavioral pattern, as suggested by linguistic observations 

in multimodal communication. It also manipulates semantic markers following the per-

ception of speech and video recognition, as well as executes reactions on a bottom-to-

top basis – activates scripts, and on top-to-bottom basis – converges an incoming rep-

resentation with the premise of the selected script. In sum, the system offers a com-

pound architecture for the main functions for a companion robot. 
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